Shaping Spaces

SURFORMA®: the best of
tradition and innovation
With the purpose of creating its
own identity and making its mark
in the production and distribution
of laminates and compacts, Sonae
Indústria Group, which has been
innovating and leading the sector
for almost 60 years, has established
SURFORMA®: a global brand mainly
for the furniture, construction and
interior design industries.
SURFORMA® offers solutions that
use high quality and exclusive design
materials. The brand combines
functionality with flexibility, tradition
with innovation. The products have
a variety of features which add
value to any project, from the most

traditional to the most disruptive
due to their versatility in application,
choice and finishes / textures.
SURFORMA® advocates for itself the
daily commitment to offer solutions
that combine functionality, vanguard
and adaptability.
Through its products SURFORMA®
aims to add value and high quality
to each project, while ensuring
robustness and unique sensory
experiences. By combining tradition
and innovation, differentiated solutions
are fostered with the ultimate goal
of responding to and satisfying
customer needs.

SURFORMA®
Shaping Spaces
SURFORMA® is a fresh, dynamic
brand that works in an integrated
way with concept, production
and communication. The brand
assumes the surface and the
form as fundamental pillars for
its development, always having
as reference the design.
The designation “SURFORMA®”
arose from the premises that the
brand advocates for its own
identity: a trustworthy, professional
and specialized brand, dedicated
to the production of laminates
and compacts applied to furniture,
construction and interior design
projects.

The name SURFORMA® is a
derivation of the terms Surface
+ Forma (Shape), which refers to
the brand’s main goal: to provide
materials with different shapes,
bearing in mind the internal
flexibility of the brand.
The brand’s signature, “Shaping
Spaces”, refers to the construction
of an aspiration and sense of
constant improvement, in order
to create spaces aesthetically
appealing and sophisticated.
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SURFORMA® laminates create
unique bold environments,
while combining quality,
versatility and exclusivity.
SURFORMA®’s products allow its
clients endless possibilities and
combinations, by adding and mixing
different textures, colors and finishes.

Sustainable thinking
at SURFORMA®: Health,
Safety and the Environment.
SURFORMA® is comitted to work
in an environmentally sustainable and
conscientious manner. SURFORMA®
is aware of its global impact in terms
of environment issues and takes great
care in its daily activities. As such,
SURFORMA® follows the environmental
and quality management policies
implemented by Sonae Indústria.
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SURFORMA® is closer
than ever
Becoming global has always been
a primary goal to SURFORMA®.
This ambition translates into a
constant evolutionary process,
as SURFORMA® has been expanding
its influence in different spots around
the globe.
SURFORMA® is growing. Different
markets mean different opportunities
and even more versatility in the
product applications.
Today, SURFORMA® is closer than ever.
With a website destined to reach every
corner around the world, translated into
5 different languages and with social
media updated daily, SURFORMA®
is on all fronts.
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